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Seeds are involved in the vertical transmission of microorganisms from one plant generation to another and  
consequently act as reservoirs for the plant microbiota. Exploring the ecological processes involved in the assembly of 
the seed microbiota is therefore of interest for selecting in the future microbial communities that could promote plant-
growth and plant-heath. In this work, the relative contribution of host- and environmental-filtering on the assembly of 
the seed microbiota of Brassica napus was investigated. The taxonomic structure of seed microbiota was estimated 
with two molecular markers, gyrB and ITS1, on a range of B. napus genotypes, representative of winter oilseed rape 
diversity, cultivated for two successive years in self-fertilization. Our results highlighted a significant influence of the 
harvesting year and the host genotype on the structure of the seed microbiota. Investigation of the core seed  
microbiota of B. napus highlighted 20 fungal taxa shared between all the genotypes, while there was no bacterial taxa 
conserved across all genotypes, underlying the specific influence of host genotype on the structure of the seed  
microbiota. This latter aspect was confirmed by community-based collection of more than 2,000 seed-associated  
bacterial isolates. The opportunity to change seed microbiota composition through environmental and genotype  
selection provides an interesting starting point for investigating its consequences on B. napus growth and health. 
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Food-borne disease outbreaks resulting from consumption of plant-derived fresh produce have been reported world-
wide such as from spinach in the USA, from mung bean sprouts in Japan and most recently also in Europe from  
fenugreek sprouts (Hamburg, 2011).  It is clear that particular groups of human pathogenic micro-organisms (HPMO) 
can be found in plant microbiomes. Basic resources for agro-production, such as soil, water and fertilizers can play a 
role in contamination of plants. Contamination routes of HPMO to plants are poorly understood, and further it is not 
always easy to make a distinction between microbial contaminants (i.e. HPMO invading plants from other  
environments) and HPMO that are indigenously present in plant microbiomes. Because many taxonomic groups of 
HPMO are ecologically competent in plants, these groups must therefore be considered as integral components of  the 
plant microbiome. Potential human pathogens typically associated with plants are species belonging to the genera of 
Fusarium, Aspergillus, Pseudomonas, Serratia, Enterobacter, Bacillus, Burkholderia and Stenotrophomonas. Recently 
we gained circumstantial evidence that even particular strains of Escherichia coli may be indigenous to plant  
microbiomes. Many microbial species supportive to plant growth are taxonomically related to potential human  
pathogenic groups. For biological control purposes it is relevant to make better distinction between potential  
pathogenic and plant-beneficial groups. It is the intention of the new EU COST Action HUPLANTcontrol (16110) to  
coordinate research on potential negative aspects of plant microbiomes on human health and to integrate novel  
scientific insight into sanitary measures and agricultural management practices. 
 
 
 


